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HOW the SYSTEM WORKS

(CCIA)
is a not-for-profit, industry-initiated and led organization incorporated to establish a national livestock identification program
and traceability initiatives to support efficient trace back and containment of serious animal health and food safety concerns.
The agency is led by a board of directors representing all sectors of the livestock industry, and it wholly owns and manages
the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) database, which is a trace-back system that maintains the
data associated with each approved animal indicator applied to an animal in the livestock value chain.

Approved manufacturers visually and electronically imbed approved CCIA animal indicators with a unique identification
(ID) number allocated from the CLTS database.

The CLTS database allows livestock operators and members of the value chain of custody to record and report information
pertaining to the three basic pillars of traceability (i.e., animal identification, premises identification and animal movement)
as well as value-assurance information (e.g., age verification).

The national approved animal indicator distribution network (authorized tag dealers, CCIA’s Web Store or Order Desk
within its Call Centre) sell approved animal indicators to livestock operators and report all animal indicator issuance
records directly to the CLTS database within 24 hours after sale.

While Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) provides full regulatory enforcement for animal identification as
defined in the Health of Animals Regulations, CCIA is the Responsible Administrator for the animal identification program for
beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep.* All farm of origin information associated with each animal indicator’s unique
identification number is maintained and protected within the CLTS database.

Livestock operators apply an approved animal indicator to an animal’s ear before it leaves the farm of origin or the
premises where it is located.

CCIA allocates unique identification numbers from the CLTS database to approved animal indicator manufacturers for
the manufacture of approved animal indicators for beef and dairy cattle, bison, sheep and goats.

The unique animal indicator identification number is maintained to the point of export or carcass inspection for
traceability purposes. The CLTS database maintains all historical records of approved animal indicators issued to
livestock operators as well as any associated data (e.g., birth date).

W H AT T R A C E A B I L I T Y I S a n d W H Y I T I S I M P O R TA N T
CFIA states that traceability is the ability to follow an item or group of items – be it animal, plant, food product or ingredient –
from one point in the supply chain to another, either backwards or forwards. Animal traceability means the ability
to follow an animal or group of animals during all stages of life.
Traceability stakeholders include all participants in the livestock value chain, provincial/territorial/federal governments
and all Canadians. Regulated parties include all custodians of animals and deadstock as defined under
Part XV of the Health of Animals Regulations, including: livestock producers, importers, exporters, carriers, order buyers;
operators of auctions, test stations, insemination centres, veterinary clinics, zoos, abattoirs, rendering plants, deadstock
collection centres and post-mortem clinics; responsible adminstrators as well as approved animal identification indicator/tag
manufacturers and distributors.

The KEY OBJECTIVES of TRACEABILITY
To reduce the impacts of a disease outbreak, food safety issue or natural disaster;
To protect public health, animal health; and

A fully-functional TRACEABILITY SYSTEM
is based on t h r e e p i l l a r s :
1.

A N I M A L I D – Associating a unique animal identification number to an animal
(e.g., applying an approved animal indicator to an animal’s ear);

2.

P R E M I S E S I D – Assigning a unique identification number to a physical land location
(i.e., legal land description or geo-referenced coordinates) by a provincial/territorial premises registry;

3.

A N I M A L M O V E M E N T – Recording the change in location (i.e., unique premises) of a uniquely-identified
animal at a specified time/date.

To track animal movement and facilitate a fully-functional, national traceability system,
EVERY LIVESTOCK PREMISES must have a valid premises identification (PID) number.
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To support the livestock industry to meet international standards to export.
Traceability systems can help reduce response time, thereby limiting economic, environmental and social impacts of
emergency situations (e.g., disease outbreak, tornadoes, floods, fires, contaminated feed supplement); as well as limit
economic, environmental and social impacts.
Traceability also provides the means to increase market share for domestic and international markets by creating
confidence in Canadian products. A strong and credible traceability program will help to ensure Canada remains a leading
producer and marketer of beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep, with a stable demand for products at all times.

I M P O R TA N T L A N G U A G E S H I F T

New regulations and communication will see a shift in
language from the use of ‘Approved Canadian Cattle Identification
Agency Radio Frequency Identification Tags’ to the use of ‘Approved Canadian Cattle Identification Agency Animal
Indicators’ or ‘Animal Indicators.’ This change addresses animal identification devices that have alternative designs with/out
radio frequency identification (RFID) technology.
4

*CCIA will become the Responsible Administrator for goats, if goats are included in the category of ruminants alongside beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep.
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WELCOME T O O U R A N N U A L G E N E R A L M E E T I N G
C a n a d i a n C a t t l e I d e n t i f i c a t i o n A g e n c y ’s V I S I O N s t a t e m e n t :
“To be a world-class leader in livestock traceability to allow our industry to reach its maximum potential,”
has been the compass guiding CCIA’s priorities throughout 2016.
The activities completed were in perfect alignment with CCIA’s mission statement: “To provide leadership
and secure, cost-effective traceability services while fostering strategic partnerships and developing innovative solutions
that will enhance the Canadian livestock industry.”
CCIA is building a strong future by:
Moving beyond livestock identification to national livestock traceability services;
Increasing its ability to engage in traceability research and development initiatives; and
Sustaining its financial position.
It is with great pride that I present this summary of CCIA’s most notable accomplishments in 2016.

LEADERSHIP
Traceability Symposium 2016 in November was the highlight of CCIA’s leadership endeavors, which exceeded our
expectations in all aspects. This two-day event and trade show brought together governments, universities, research teams,
the private sector and industry to identify gaps, share successes and lessons learned – bridging the gaps as traceability
moves forward in Canada and globally. CCIA welcomed more than 200 delegates from across Canada, United States,
European Union, Australia and New Zealand to this unique event. The agenda addressed traceability’s role, regulations
and compliance, challenges and solutions, other assurance systems, and lessons learned. The success of the event has
encouraged CCIA to host future symposiums on a schedule to be determined.
Through 2016, CCIA continued its work with Canadian National Goat Federation (CNGF) to determine the details for a
Responsible Administrator/Species relationship with CNGF ahead of proposed livestock traceability regulations, which may
include goats in the category of ruminants alongside beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep. CCIA is pleased to lead the
administrative role for these species.

C O S T- E F F E C T I V E T R A C E A B I L I T Y
Under the watchful guidance of CCIA’s Finance and Audit Committee, CCIA surpassed its fiscal objectives for 2016. The
tag web store, now in its third year as sole distributor for approved CCIA RFID non-breed specific animal indicators for
beef cattle in Canada, has been providing a reliable revenue stream for CCIA while increasing data integrity and equalizing
prices across Canada. The e-commerce site expanded in 2016 with the addition of branded breed tags for Hereford and
Gelbvieh, joining the Limousin breed tags that were added in late 2015.
The tag dealer network remains important to ensure industry uninterrupted access to the full array of approved nonbreed specific beef tags. In 2016, CCIA engaged a new resource person and launched a Canada-wide tag and tag dealer
inventory review to support tag dealer and terminal sites to be compliant with livestock traceability regulations via hands-on
learning techniques to navigate and utilize the Canadian Livestock Tracking System database to its full potential.

S T R AT E G I C R E L AT I O N S H I P S
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency is fortunate to have formed numerous relationships across Canada. We value
the contribution of CCIA’s Board of Directors and other key industry representatives whom contribute to the CCIA’s
many successes through a number of committees. We share our staff’s subject matter expertise with the International
Organization for Standardization; National Identification and Methodology Advisory Committee (NIDMAC); Industry/
Government Advisory Committee (IGAC), IGAC Communication Working Group as well as the Canadian Round Table
for Sustainable Beef and the Regulatory Implementation Committee to name a few.
6

We are also very thankful for our ongoing working relationship with CFIA
and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC). Their traceability teams offer
continued guidance and support as we approach the implementation phase
of proposed livestock traceability regulations. Certainly, the final two years of
CCIA’s national Tag Retention Project would not have been completed in early
2016 without AAFC’s funding support through the Assurance Stream of the
AgriMarketing program under Growing Forward 2.
We would also like to credit our success in 2016 to our strong relationship
with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry (AF). AF invested in two of CCIA’s
Research and Development projects and is the backbone of the Mobile
Field Representative (MFR) program in Alberta. In addition to their daily
delivery of traceability support services to Alberta industry members,
the MFRs presented a series of complimentary livestock traceability
training workshops in seven locations across the province from
January through March, with funding provided by AF. Each workshop
featured presentations on Alberta livestock traceability regulations,
age verification data entry, the role of premises identification, tag and
technology research as well as the complimentary support and
resources available to industry members.

I N N O VAT I V E S O L U T I O N S
CCIA’s responsibilities as Administrator require a robust database powered
by a user-friendly application that allows users to submit data easily and
accurately. CCIA’s CLTS database is scalable and continuously updated
to keep pace with evolving technology, time-sensitive solutions,
cross-industry compatibility as well as proposed livestock
traceability regulations.
CCIA completed a number of CLTS database enhancements
in 2016, including:
Additional features to promote accuracy during age verification
data entry;
Receipt of events reporting out of sequence;
Addition of a vehicle module in support of animal movement reporting.
To support the ease and convenience of data reporting, in spring 2016,
CCIA re-launched the CLTS MOBO smart device application with a new
design, simpler navigation and a birthdate submission feature for age
verification reporting. Moving forward, CCIA’s IT group will continue
to enhance the CLTS MOBO application by enabling more reportable
animal events and an approved tag ordering feature.

A SUCCESSFUL 2016
The strength of our organization is founded on the forward leadership of CCIA’s
Board of Directors and the talent of our staff. The combination has proven to be
extremely successful. I would like to thank
everyone who contributed to CCIA’s achievements
in 2016. Your combined efforts bring the industry
one-step closer to reaching its maximum potential.
Anne Brunet-Burgess
CCIA General Manager
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BOARD CHAIR’S REPORT
administrative support that will be needed during the implementation period. The investments are focused on technical
upgrades, additional client support services and continuous development of tools and solutions to facilitate compliance of
regulated parties.

I was honoured to be selected by my

peers as the CCIA Board Chair back in April 2016.
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency’s Board of
Directors is an outstanding group of forward-thinkers
and solid decision-makers. We all share the common
goal of keeping Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
a well-governed organization, with clout, influence
and longevity.
Using the Cattle Implementation Plan (CIP) as
the industry-endorsed roadmap to traceability, we
placed a high priority on continuing discussions
with government regarding the proposed livestock
traceability regulatory changes. In February,
a five-person delegation went to CFIA
headquarters in Ottawa to meet with
representatives of CFIA and AAFC to address
specific concerns and discrepancies between
the CIP and the regulatory amendments
proposed by CFIA.
In May, CFIA held a technical meeting in Calgary
with select industry representatives from the CIP
Committee and industry to discuss the technical
aspects of the draft regulations. The purpose for this
meeting was to engage in a livestock traceability
regulatory amendment dialogue, which was a
facilitated, face-to-face meeting to discuss outstanding
issues and concerns – i.e., to ensure shared
understanding, clarity and mutually-positive outcomes.

CCIA is pleased to have released the final report for the national Tag Retention Project – a four-year study in a variety
of environments designed to determine the long-term retention rates and operability of the current set of approved RFID
animal indicators used for beef cattle in Canada. CCIA’s Tag Retention Project was designed to address industry’s growing
concerns regarding the effectiveness and long-term viability of the types of approved animal indicators available as well as
poor retention, which affects the accuracy and availability of livestock traceability data, and emergency response time.
This study showed tag retention
to be high in animals from birth
to yearling stage. However, it also
“I would also like to express my
showed tag retention to be
unsatisfactory for the lifetime of
appreciation to fellow board members
a mature cow. Multi-location,
multi-year projects are difficult
for their input and continued support.
to manage and implement.
Invariably, circumstances arise
I enjoyed my first year as CCIA’s Board
that alter methods and affect
results. As a result, full
Chair and I look forward to our
explanation of the factors causing
variation in tag retention
continued success in 2017 and beyond.”
will require more sophisticated
data collection, management
and analyses. CCIA looks forward
to announcing a second phase for
this project that will examine tag material
degradation that results in tag loss when details are confirmed.
As CCIA’s Chair, I was extremely proud of the meticulous delivery of Traceability Symposium 2016.
Our staff did a tremendous job bringing the concept to realization. Not a detail was left out, making the Symposium
a world-class event to be remembered by all delegates. It takes a well-orchestrated team to take on an additional
endeavour of that magnitude without supplementary resources. While the Symposium may be in the forefront of the
2016 highlights, CCIA’s team tackled several other responsibilities in 2016. We are very fortunate to have such a
talented, dedicated staff.
I would also like to express my appreciation to fellow board members for their input and continued support. I enjoyed my
first year as CCIA’s Board Chair and I look forward to our continued success in 2017 and beyond.

The proposed approach for CFIA’s livestock regulatory
amendment is two-phased. The first phase refers to
when regulations come into force. The second phase
refers to the first two years after regulations come into
force, when CFIA will begin enforcing the regulations.
In November, CCIA’s Board of Directors made some
decisive commitments towards a three-year business
plan that encompasses investments preparing
CCIA for the proposed regulations and the required

Mark Elford
CCIA Board Chair
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TA G W E B S T O R E C U S T O M I Z AT I O N

CANADIAN FOOD INSPECTION AGENCY
C O N S U LTAT I O N P R O C E S S o n t h e D R A F T C O M P L I A N C E ,
CONTROL and ENFORCEMENT FRAMEWORK

Canadian Cattle Identification Agency celebrated
its second year as sole distributor for approved CCIA
radio frequency identification (RFID) animal indicators/tags
for non-breed specific beef cattle in Canada –
reducing third-party data handling, maximizing data
integrity, equalizing tag prices and making the full array
of approved animal indicators available online.

In February, a five-person delegation went to Canadian Food Inspection Agency headquarters in Ottawa to meet
with representatives of CFIA and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada to address concerns that proposed regulatory
changes were not using the Cattle Implementation Plan as the road map to traceability.
In May, CFIA held a meeting in Calgary with select industry representatives from the CIP Committee to discuss the
technical aspects of the draft regulations. The purpose for this meeting was to engage in a livestock traceability
regulatory amendment dialogue, which was a facilitated, face-to-face meeting to discuss outstanding issues and
concerns (i.e., to ensure shared understanding, clarity and mutually positive outcomes).

In 2016, CCIA customized sections within the
tag web store at tags.canadaid.ca for
Hereford and Gelbvieh producers, joining the
Limousin breed tags that were added in late 2015.

The proposed approach for CFIA’s livestock regulatory amendment is two-phased. The first phase refers to when
regulations come into force. Phase two refers to two years after regulations come into force when CFIA will begin
enforcing the regulations.

A G E V E R I F I C AT I O N P R O C E S S
and REPORTING SUPPORT

Photo by Tracy Lamb

With the goal of supporting age verification reporting in Alberta, CCIA and its highly-specialized team of
Mobile Field Representatives presented a series of complimentary livestock traceability workshops in seven
locations across the province from January through March, with funding provided by Alberta Agriculture and
Forestry. Each workshop featured presentations on Alberta livestock traceability regulations, age verification
data entry, the role of premises identification, tag and technology research, as well as the complimentary
support and resources available.
Another CCIA initiative in support of age verification was designed to minimize errors when entering birth
date data. Since an animal can be moved through various owners and locations before its life-cycle is complete,
and current regulations permit the farm of origin only to age verify an animal, a final owner may receive less
than market value for an incorrectly age-verified animal at the terminal site if the farm of origin does not correct
the birth-date entry error within the CLTS database. To promote accuracy during age verification data entry,
CCIA’s Information Technology group enabled CLTS users to verify their data entry by opting to receive a single,
daily email notification showing the previous day’s transaction submission summary.

CCIA to BECOME
RESPONSIBLE
A D M I N I S T R AT O R
f o r G O AT S
Through 2016, CCIA continued its work
with Canadian National Goat Federation
to determine the details for a
Responsible Administrator/Species
relationship with CNGF ahead of proposed
livestock traceability regulations, which may
include goats in the category of ruminants
alongside beef and dairy cattle, bison
and sheep.

TA G a n d TA G D E A L E R I N V E N T O R Y R E V I E W a n d S U P P O R T
CCIA launched a nation-wide tag and tag dealer inventory review in 2016 to support tag dealer and terminal sites
to ensure their compliance with livestock traceability regulation via hands-on learning techniques to navigate and
utilize the CLTS database to its full potential.

LEFT to RIGHT:
Team Lead Francine Potter with
technical support team members
Meredith Anderson, Aimee Sutherland,
Sherri Demets and Dianne Berreth
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Dealers can play an active role in traceability education and assisting with regulatory compliance. Though the
proposed regulations were not yet confirmed by the end of 2016, CCIA provided tag dealers a supply of PID
reference cards for distribution to industry members in preparation for PID to become mandatory for all livestock
operations in Canada to purchase some non/regulated items (e.g., vaccines, feed, approved animal identification
devices, etc.).
11

N AT I O N A L TA G R E T E N T I O N P R O J E C T
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency completed the project and final report
for its national Tag Retention Project – a four-year study in a variety of
environments designed to determine the long-term retention
rates and operability of the current set of approved
CCIA RFID animal indicators/tags used for
non-breed specific beef cattle in Canada.
CCIA’s Tag Retention Project was
designed to address industry’s
growing concerns regarding
the effectiveness and long-term
viability of the types of approved
animal indicators/tags available as
well as poor tag retention, which affects
the accuracy and availability of livestock traceability data, and emergency response time.
This multi-year study showed tag retention to be high in animals from birth to yearling stage. However, it also showed tag
retention to be unsatisfactory for the lifetime of a mature cow. Multi-location, multi-year projects are difficult to manage and
implement. Invariably, circumstances arise that alter methods and affect results. As a result, full explanation of the factors
causing variation in tag retention will require more sophisticated data collection, management and analyses.
When details are confirmed, Canadian Cattle Identification Agency looks forward to announcing a second phase for this
project that will examine tag material degradation resulting in tag loss.

IDEAL PLACEMENT:
Apply tags at ~1/4 of the
length of the animal’s ear
from the head between the
two branches of cartilage.

C A N A D I A N L I V E S T O C K T R A C K I N G S Y S T E M D ATA B A S E
PROCESS ENHANCEMENTS
Expanding on the improvements released at the end of 2015 to support 840-series USDA tag identification (ID)
numbers, CCIA has enabled system users to submit an Import event for any foreign country tag ID numbers. The
supported format is 15 digits in length, starting with the country code (e.g., 554 002 123456789 for New Zealand).
Now after a foreign ID tag number has had an Import event applied to it, the tag number may also be reported
using Move In, Move Out, Temporary Export, Exported and Retired events as well as use database functions such
as Tag/Animal History Search, Export Manifest and Account Animal Inventory.
Event reporting within the CLTS database is time-sensitive and until May, it had to occur in sequence. Once
approved tag dealers issued the approved animal indicators/tags, livestock operators could report Move In and
Move Out, depending on provincial/territorial/federal regulations or herd management practices. Previously, if a
CLTS user reported an event outside of the sequence, a database error would occur and no other event could
be associated with the approved animal indicator until the error was corrected. As of May 2016, the CLTS
database began to accept animal movement event dates that occur before a tag number’s Retired event date.
This change allows users to report movement data at any time, which can be critical to trace-backs that occur
after an animal’s life-cycle is complete.

Other projects:
In spring 2016, CCIA re-launched
CLTS MOBO with a new design, simpler navigation
and a birthdate reporting feature for age verification
reporting. Moving forward, CCIA’s Information
Technology (IT) group will continue to enhance
the CLTS MOBO application by enabling more
reportable animal events and an approved CCIA
animal indicator/tag ordering feature.
CLTS users are now able to apply movement events
(e.g., Move In/Out, Imported, Exported and Temp Export)
to approved CCIA animal indicators that are applied to
animals in Québec.

LEFT to RIGHT:
Attaur Rehman, Numair Arif, Wei Gao, Jenn Taplin,
Zeeshan Alam and IT Manager Waseem Rehman

Dead stock operators and pathology labs are now able to report animal disposal information to support a
secondary Retired event on a tag (i.e., that has been previously reported as Retired in the CLTS database).
To support animal movement reporting, CCIA’s IT team has added a vehicle module to add regular information
regarding the vehicle of conveyance. This new module allows CLTS users to search, view, add or edit vehicle
information for vehicles of conveyance.
COMMON REASONS FOR LOSS of approved CCIA RFID animal indicators
for non-breed specific beef cattle: Incorrect placement, incomplete application,
inadequate hygiene, infection and tag hazards
(e.g., twine, wire fence, heavy brush, some bale feeders, etc.)
12

Account Premises can now be flagged to Monitor Animal Movement, so that users can receive an email
notification if their account premises is used in a transaction. This option can be activated on the
Edit Premises Details screen.
13

V A L I D P R E M I S E S I D s A D D E D t o C LT S A C C O U N T S

C LT S D ATA B A S E : S TAT I S T I C S a n d R E F E R E N C E
Animal
Events
include:
Birthdate,
Cross Reference,
Exported, Imported,
Move In, Move Out,
Replaced, Retired
and Sighted

Tag
Events
include:
Allocated,
Manufactured,
Distributed and
Issued

14

NOTE: There were no PIDs added to CLTS accounts for P.E., N.L., N.T., Y.T. and N.U. in 2016
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CrossReference
Events:
Used to associate
a newly applied
approved tag
number on a
previously tagged
animal where the
lost tag number
is known

Replaced
Events:
Used to associate
a newly applied
approved tag
number on a
previously tagged
animal where the
lost tag number
is unknown
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Move-In
Events:
Used to report
the identification
of an approved
tag applied to an
animal that has
been received at
(moved into) a
defined location
on a defined day

Move-Out
Events:
Used to report
the identification
of an approved
tag applied to an
animal that has
departed from
(moved out of) a
defined location
on a defined day

NOTE: In 2016, the CLTS database was modified to accept reportable events on animal indicators after retirement, which may result in adjusted data values for previous years. 17

B O A R D R E M U N E R AT I O N , AT T E N D A N C E
a n d R E L AT E D E X P E N S E S i n 2 0 1 6

C LT S D ATA B A S E : S TAT I S T I C S a n d R E F E R E N C E

31,367,299

34,049,378

31,379,586

533,272,774

31,833,751

36,339,571

PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL/FEDERAL PROJECT FUNDING
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency Traceability Extension Enhancement Project
from 2013 - 2016
in the amount of $2,850,000 provided by Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
Tag Retention Project
from October 2013 through March 2016
in the amount of $291,156 provided by Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
High Retention Dual Technology Ear Tag and a Processor-Direct Tag Project
from July 2015 through March 2016
in the amount of $33,075 provided by Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
Automated Data Capture and Synthesis for Traceability
from September 2016 to December 31, 2017
in the amount of $173,950 provided by Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
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Automated Trace Sighting Data Collection in Remote Livestock Holding Areas
from August 1, 2016 to February 1, 2018
in the amount of $100,000 provided by Alberta Agriculture and Forestry

NOTES:
		

The CCIA board of directors believes in full financial disclosure of all board per diems, honorariums and
travel expenses. To this end, these tables outline the 2016 CCIA Board of Directors’ expenditures.

		

Board Meetings include one teleconference call (approximately one hour), two in-person meetings
(approximately one and a half days each) and one in-person meeting (approximately one half-day).

		Committees denotes the number of committees on which the director sits.
		

Committee Attendance includes teleconference calls and in-person meetings for CCIA committees
(i.e., Board Development, Communications, Executive, Finance and Audit, Human Resources), CIP
and CIP-related committees, Technical Advisory Committee and attendance at industry and
government meetings.
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GOVERNANCE PRACTICES
The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency Board of Directors

consists of 18 individuals appointed by member organizations as outlined in CCIA’s bylaws. The board
oversees the planning process and provides input, guidance and validation, and evaluates plans and financial
performance. The board supports strategic initiatives through direct leadership of these initiatives, which are
reviewed throughout the year.
The board members elect an executive committee at the first meeting following the annual general meeting
each year. The executive committee includes the chair, vice chair, finance and audit committee chair, and two
executive members. Along with CCIA’s general manager, the executive committee assists the board in carrying
out the policies established by the board of directors. The roles and responsibilities of the chair, board
members, general manager and committees are set out in written policies and charters.

Mark Elford

Pat Hayes

Tim Fugard

Doug Sawyer

Rick Wright

Saskatchewan Stock Growers Association
& Cow/Calf Producer, Wood Mountain, S.K.

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
& Cow/Calf Producer, Val Marie, S.K.

Beef Farmers of Ontario
& Cow/Calf Producer, Petrolia, O.N.

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
& Cow/Calf Producer, Pine Lake, A.B.

LIvestock Markets Association of Canada
& Cattle Buyer, Virden, M.B.

Dr. Pat Burrage, BSc, DVM

Sid Atkinson

Howard Bekkering
Alberta Beef Producers
& Feedlot Operator, Vauxhall, A.B.

Gib Drury

Larry Garrett

Dairy Farmers of Canada
& Dairy/Beef Producer, Roseneath, O.N.

Larry Gerelus

Dan Gillis

Manitoba Beef Producers
& Cow/Calf Producer, Shoal Lake, M.B.

Canadian Meat Council & Livestock Dealer,
Strathmore, A.B.

James MacLean

Lyle Miller

Reg Schellenberg

Canadian Livestock Dealer’s Association
& Feedlot Operator, Medicine Hat, A.B.

Alberta Cattle Feeders’ Association
& Feedlot Operator, Acme, A.B.

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
& Cow/Calf Producer, Beechy, S.K.

Chair

Vice Chair

Finance Chair

Executive Member

Executive Member

The corporation has a risk management process designed to identify potential events that may affect
business operations. The board ensures appropriate authorities and controls are in place, and risks are
properly managed to ensure CCIA’s objectives are achieved. The CCIA management team works closely with
the board to ensure the board is fully aware of CCIA affairs. The board meets a minimum of three times per
year with CCIA management at these meetings; although, time is reserved for the board to meet without
management present.
The board assesses its performance regularly with the goal to improve and maintain
sound governance practices. Gaps in skills are addressed through new board member
appointments, training and hiring outside experts as required.

Past Chair

Canadian Veterinary Medical Association
& Veterinarian, Bluffton, A.B.

Compensation

Les Producteurs de bovins du Québec &
Cow/Calf Producer, Alcove, Q.C.

British Columbia Cattlemen’s Association
& Cow/Calf Producer, Vanderhoof, B.C.

Ivan Johnson

Dave Kasko

Terry Kremeniuk

Maritime Beef Council
& Cow/Calf Producer, Miscouche, P.E.

Canadian Meat Council
Vice President, Okotoks, A.B.

Canadian Bison Association
Executive Director, Regina, S.K.

Directors are paid a per diem and travel costs to attend meetings and participate on committees.
The chair receives an honorarium of $1,875 per quarter.
The vice chair, and finance and audit committee chair receive an honorarium of $975 per quarter.
Board members receive a per diem of $200 per day, with executive committee and board
committee chairs receiving a per diem of $225 per day.
Conflict of Interest Guidelines
It is the duty of each member of CCIA’s board
of directors to serve the agency’s mission and
not to advance his/her personal interests or
those of other private parties.
CCIA’s Conflict of Interest Policy is intended
to permit CCIA and its board members to
identify, evaluate and address any real,
potential or apparent conflicts of interest that
might, in fact or appearance, call into question
their duty of undivided loyalty to CCIA.
Each board member is required to acknowledge
he/she is in compliance with the Conflict of Interest Policy
on an annual basis.
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March 20, 2017

Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Members of
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
The accompanying summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial
position as at December 31, 2016, the summary statement of operations and fund balances for the year
then ended, are derived from the audited financial statements of Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
for the year ended December 31, 2016. We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on those financial
statements in our report dated March 20, 2017.
The summary financial statements do not contain all of the disclosures required by Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations (“ASNPO”) . Reading the summary financial statements,

Canadian Cattle
Identification Agency
Summary Financial Statements
December 31, 2016

therefore, is not a substitute for reading the audited financial statements of Canadian Cattle
Identification Agency.

Management’s responsibility for the summary financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation of a summary of the audited financial statements in

accordance with criteria established by management that ensures the summarized financial statements agree
with the related information in the audited financial statements.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the summary financial statements based on our procedures,
which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing Standard (CAS) 810, "Engagements to
Report on Summary Financial Statements."
Opinion
In our opinion, the summary financial statements derived from the audited financial statements of
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency for the year ended December 31, 2016 are a fair summary of those
financial statements, in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Chartered Professional Accountants
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
111 5 Avenue SW, Suite 3100, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5L3
T: +1 403 509 7500, F: +1 403 781 1825, www.pwc.com/ca
“PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an Ontario limited liability partnership.
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Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
Statement of Financial Position
As at December 31, 2016

Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
2016
$

2015
$

3,068,816
2,014,937
137,152
121,835

6,729,188
77,852
124,339

5,342,740

6,931,379

2,004,622

-

53,932

63,378

7,401,294

6,994,757

215,952
1,120,699

128,489
1,186,404

1,336,651

1,314,893

6,724,667
100,000
(760,024)

2,744,667
40,000
2,895,197

6,064,643

5,679,864

7,401,294

6,994,757

Statement of Operations and Fund Balances
For the year ended December 31, 2016

Assets
Current assets

Cash
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses

Long term investments
Capital assets

Liabilities and Net Assets
Current liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred contributions

Fund balances

Other internally restricted
Externally restricted
Unrestricted

Revenues

Tag sales – Cattle
Tag sales – Other species
Interest
Miscellaneous
Alberta Minister of Agriculture and
Forestry
Ministry of Agriculture and Agri-Food
Tag distribution
Tag Registry Fees

Expenses

Salaries and benefits
Information tracking systems
Rent
Amortization
Honorarium and board
Contract workers
Professional fees
Miscellaneous
Stakeholder communications
Telephone and fax
Office
Insurance
Travel and promotion
Administration
Administration reimbursement

2016

2015

CCIA
Operation fund
$

Project
fund
$

Total
$

Total
$

2,220,105
66,747
55,415
16,859

-

2,220,105
66,747
55,415
16,859

2,139,375
66,900
46,694
171,295

819,154
6,045

1,038,370
21,954
-

1,038,370
21,954
819,154
6,045

859,253
43,907
738,438
-

3,184,325

1,060,324

4,244,649

4,065,862

1,442,126
399,080
240,549
12,801
137,288
673,675
65,144
22,361
291,394
44,084
45,529
19,631
337,557
293,431
(164,780)

1,414,567
381,162
282,067
21,801
133,972
660,766
92,763
116,374
159,961
42,138
33,541
19,540
293,349
168,253
(219,399)

1,442,126
377,751
240,549
12,801
137,288
222,435
65,144
22,361
243,869
28,928
31,566
19,631
119,877
(164,780)

21,329
451,240
47,525
15,156
13,963
217,680
293,431
-

2,799,546

1,060,324

3,859,870

3,600,855

Excess of revenue over expenses
for the year

384,779

-

384,779

465,007

Fund balance – Beginning of year

5,679,864

-

5,679,864

5,214,857

Fund balance – End of year

6,064,643

-

6,064,643

5,679,864

Approved by the Board of Directors
___________________________________ Director ________________________________ Director
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Learn more about livestock traceability.
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
HEAD OFFICE
Technical Support and Web Store Services
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Toll-free: 1-877-909-2333 | Tel: 403-275-2083 | Fax: 403-275-1668 | Email: info@canadaid.ca
OR

CONTACT the Ag-Info Centre toll-free: 310-FARM (3276)

Download the free CLTS MOBO application available for Android and iPhone.

CLTS Lite

CLTS Resource Centre

Reduce your wait time.

Simplify your experience.

CLTS Lite is a dial-up friendly version
of the Canadian Livestock Tracking System.
CLTS Lite is here to speed up
your data entry experience.

Dial-up is no longer a disadvantage.

Get online user support with:
• Online user guide
• Video tutorials
• Templates & tools for data upload
• Answers to frequently asked questions
• Current news, links and feedback channels

Go to www.clia.livestockid.ca and click CLTS Lite

support.canadaid.ca

